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HUSKIES COMEBACK DOWNS DENVER

Arearapes
heighten
awaten~
by Erin Ghere
STAFF WRITER

Recent rapes on the College of St. Benedict's
and St. John's University campuses have not
changed security at SCSU but have heightened the
awareness of sexual assaults on campus.
"Certainly the community has been made more
aware;· said Miles Heckendom m. director of
University Public Safety. "I think the offi~s are
more intense with their observations and such. It's
an opportunity and a challenge to be more
proactive."
·
Heckendom said the rapes were discus.sed at a
UPS sergeants' meeting two weeks ago and will
most likely ~ discussed at the meeting this week.
"It is brought' up to
simply remind, to reevaluate, to be more
observant and more aware
of surroundings on the
officer's part which in tum
should support .ihcir ability
to increase sen~tivlty and
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Leaders voice opinion at meeting
by Cathy Houdek
STAFF WRITER

Individuals from Minority Student Organizations spoke to
Student Government .Thursday night about SCSU's diversity
problems.
Students from the Council of African-American Students,
Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano de Aztliin, Students Coalition
Against ·Racism and First People approached Student Government
in open gallery. Open gallery is a forum in Srudent Government
where students can voice their opinions. Individuals from these
organizations talked about funding, ongoing racial incidents in the
residebtial halls, their frustrations with Student Government and
administration, and racism they encounter on a daily basis in the
community.
First. students spoke about funding for Hmong Student

Association, CAAS, MEChA, and First People. In 1996 minority
organizations received $12,000. Last year they received $8,(H)()
from Student Government Organizations received half of their
promised budget of $40,000.'
Senior Marvin Lyman, chairperson for CAAS explained, that
the whole student body benefits from the knowledge and education
these programs provide on cultural diversity.
"White students have to become more informed about what is
happening in regards to race relations and stop malcing comments
out of ignorance," Lyman said. "Through this process, they will be
able to work to fulfill Dr. King's dream of true equality and social
justice."
Lyman talked about racism and discrimin~ion in the
community, residence halls and Halenbeck Hall.

Go TO DIVERSITY, PAGE 4 •

Ideas sought to improve lake, trail
by Kristin Albrecht
CO-NEWS EDITOR

Two popular Wann weather retreats for
SCSU students and other community
members make up part of a ne\l{ bill
introduced Jan. 22 to the Minnesota
Legislature.
State Rep. Joe Opatz, D•Dist. 16A,
introduced a bill that requests $1.6 million
in state bonding money to restore Lake
George and expand the Beaver Island Trail
System.
"I am asking for $50,000 for the
planning of what can be doqe about Lake
George," Opatz said ''The money would
assist us in what we want to do."
He said the lake used to be much bigger

and cleaner. Lake George used to run up to
St. Mary's Cathedral, 25 8th Ave. S., of St.
Cloud and was surrounded by wetlands
before Division Street was built.
"It's getting a lot of run.off from the
streets around it," Opatz said. ''The lake has
not frozen solid {or.lhe second year in a
row .and isn't open for ice skating. It's not a
healthy body of water."
Ideas for the lake and surrounding area
have risen to the surface of discussion. One
of these ideas is to re--0pen a stream that ran
from the Mississippi River to Lake George.
'The idea of having a stream would be
a nice environmental feature to the south
side," he said. "It would be a nice division
between the neighborhoods and
downtown."
I I

~~='=.rlimurnti,"

UPS offers a 24-hour

Senior Sacha Molin stands over forward Paul Veres as he lies on the ice injured during Saturday's hockey game
against Denver University. After falling behind 2-0, the Huskies came back to win 3-2. See story, Page 11.

Another. idea is to replace the bridge
that runs over Ninth Avenue. Opatz said the
bridge will need to be replaced in the neX:t
IO years and he. would like it to be much
lower than it is now.
"Lake George sits.in the middle of our
rapidly growing community and it is an
important landmark and symbol:' Opatz
said. "We cannot allow it to remain in its
current state."
Another part of the bill is an extension
of the Beaver Island Trail System.
Currently, the trail's entrance .is south of
SCSU and stretches for more than two
miles.

Go TO BILL, PAGE 4 •
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campus. An equal number of officers work the day
and the night shifts, although during the night
hoiirs officers focus their patrols on areas which
are potentially more dangerous.
"We try to cover those areas that, by their
geographical nature, allow for a higher degree of
potential for danger," Heckendom said.
In three months, three rapes have been reported
to authorities on the CSB and SIU campuses. The
first two occurred on the CSB campus, both in
November. The third victim was assaulted on the
SJU campus in January.
O 'These rapes have been stranger ra~ which
are rare on our campus," said Connie Cross, of
- CSB and SJU joint public affairs department "The
fact that there have been three in three months is
also very uncommon."
The first of these rapes occurred on Nov. 3
when a CSB student reported being raped outside
the Haehn Campus·Center on the CSB campus.
The second rape occurred Nov. 23, although it
W.JlS l]Ot reported until Jan. 16. This rape occurred
in the same place as the Nov. 3 rape. 1be third rape
occurred Jan. 18 in Sexton Commons on the SIU
campus.
The alleged perpetrators of the Nov. 23 rape
were described as two slim white males, about
5'9" and in their late teens or early 20s, according
to the crime alert posted on campus. Titey took the
victim to a car in a CSB parking lot, which was
described as an older model red Chevrolet.
Cross said the third rape is not believed to be
connected to the first two and the police have a
man in questioning whom they believe to have
committed it. 1be first two rapes involve two men
and authorities have no infonnation on whether
they were related or not
According to a press release, the alleged
perpetrator of the Jan. 18 rape has been identified
and was interviewed by detectives from ~e
sheriff's department ·on Jan. 23. He iS being
cooperative and no charges have been filed yet

Go TO RAPES, PAGE 4 •
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CAMPUS & CoMMUNTIY BRIEFS
University Chronicle
takes first place at
MN~ convention
University Chronicle was. awarded first
place in General Excellence at the Minnesota
Newspaper Association Better NewSpaper
Contest on Friday in Bloomington.
This honor indicates University Chronicle
is the best non-daily campus newspaper in

Minnesota, public or private.
The staff won two additional awards in
Best
Use
of
Photography
and

Typography/Des_ign.
Nine individual awards in photography,

four individual awards in writing or reporting
categories, and one individual award for best
illustration ran the total to 17, of which II
were first place and six were seconds.
Almost 400 entries were judged by

professionals and educators from Wisconsin.
The St. Cloud Times won the coveted
Vance Trophy with 15 awards in the
pi-ofessional contest, indicative of the best
non-Metro newspaper in Minnesota.
SC§U
mass
cpmmunications
undergraduate and graduate alumni or
University Chronicle aJumni won 18 awards
in the professional contest, 12 in writing or
reporting and six in photography. Of the 18
awards, eight were firsts, eight seconds and
two honorable mentions.
University Chronicle photo editor Shane
Opatz won four awards from only six
individual photography categories. Opatz
was the only student to take four awards.
Forrner editor Eric Hedlund, 1996-97,
won two awards for work done during the last
academic year. He took first place in in
feature writing and second place in general
reporting. Hedlund is finishing school this
year.

WHAT'S
HAPPENING
TODAY
Performance
ucrashM is a visual arts
performance. The group will
periorm at 8 p.m. in the ·
Kimberly A. Ritsche
Auditorium in Stewart Hall.

TUESDAY
Speaker
Attallah Shabazz, daughter
of Malcolm X, will speak at

7:30 p.m. in the Kimberly A.
Ritsche Auditorium in
Stewart Hall.

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

Millions in
lottery winnings
go unclaimed ·
More than $34 million in lottery
winnings have gone unclaimed in
Minne~ota lottery games since
1990.
1he deadlines for most of these
have already past.
This figure represents te'ss than 2
percent of the $2.5 billion spent on
all games in the state.
Lottery games were introduced
in Minnesota in 1990 and since that
time $1 .4 billion has been claimed.
These figures supIX)rt the belief
that people play the games to satisfy
an impulse not to win. But state
lottery officials say most people

IN IIIsTORY•••
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Variety show
7 p.m. in Kimberly A.
Ritsche Auditorium.

SUNDAY
Dance team
"Spice Up Your Life~· wilf be
presented by the SCSU
Dance Team at noon and 5
p.m. in the Halenbeck Hall
Main Gym. The cost is $3.
Contact Keri at 253-6602 for
more information.

To submit information for the
events calendar, mail it to
University Chronicle, 13 Stewart
Hall, St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498.
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A sudden roadblock has been put up for the
events center, but is one that can and rriight very
possibly be overcome.
Rep. Phyllis Kahn. DFL-Minneap01is, head
of the House committee that the events center
must pas.s lhrough, said she will kill the proposal
unless SCSU implements women's hockey.
SCSU is going to implement women's
hockey anyway, but had a timetable set for 2CXX),
·hiringa~hin 1999.
If SCSU receives the grant for the events
center, they must start the program this fall.
Ice hockey would be the third women's sport
the
university
has
added
since
1995.
The Univer..ity of Minnesota has the only

STATE

Women on Wednesday
Noon in the South
Voyageurs ROom in Atwood
Memorial Center.

Women's hockey may
be key to getting
events center

Administrators
faced
an
ultimatum from the Facu lty
Association over the dismissal of a
tenured professor.
Dismissed was Mark Buchanan,
an associate professor of marketing
and business. Buchanan was
terrninated after being denied, five
times, for a requested leave of
absence to pursue a Fulbright
scholarship in China and Australia.
Jim Kelly, dean of Buchanan's
department, suggested he finish his
master's thesis before applying fQr
the scholarship. Buchanan did not
follow this advice and the Faculty
·Association believed Buchanal_l was
tenninatcd for not taking this advice.
It was alleged Kelly dismissed
Buchanan because he took the
scholarship without being granted a
leave of absence.
Buchanan, a lawyer and
professor, said he took the
scholarship because he felt the
opIX)rtunity was too great to pass up.
He later said he was not bitter but
regretted not being able to work out
the situation.

Division I women's hockey

team

in the st.ate.

The .amateur sports commission will 'also give

$250,0X) grants to Bemidji State, Mankato
State, and the University of Minnesota-Duluth to
O::velop women's hockey teams.

Task force spends 70
percent of time
pursuing meth labs
According to Dave MCLaughlin, senior
in=tigator of the Tri-County Drug Task Foo:e,
the daunting task . of finding and busting
methamphetamine labs occupies 70 percent of
the department's time.
The labs are exploding _through CentraJ
Minnesota, and according to a story in the St
CWud Tunes, the task force has found 14
methampethamine labs in the last three years in•
thethree<ountyarea.

& NATION BRIEFS

forget to check the numbers and
then throw the tickets away.
Currently, there are five winning
tickets for $ I00,000 in the
Powerball lottery which have gone
unclaimed. To · win the $ I00,00
prize in the lottery, five nonpowerball numbers must match the
official drawing. Winners have one
year after the drawing to claim
prizes.
..,
~
The five winning sets of
numbers are:
Feb. 15, 1997 13-14-26-38-43Powerball - 7.
April 12, 1997 9-l0-21-28-29 Powerball - 6.
Dec. 3, 1997 9-14-18-42-47 Powerball 32.
- Dec. 17, 1997 3-5-13-1.8-45 Powerball - 20
Jan. 24, 1998 7-15-23-28-36 Powerball - IO.

' Pannier is being held in Scott
County Jail.

Teacher charged
insexcase
A Norwood-Young America
teacher was charged Friday with
first- and third- degree criminal
sexual conduct.
The teacher is accused of having
sex with one of his students.
Police records state Robert
Pannier, 30, of Prior Lake, fol'ged a
note Jan. 23 to excuse the 15-yearold student from school and then
called in sick and brought the girl to
his house to have sexual
intercourse.
The student told authorities
Pannier planned and initiated the
encounter. A friend of the student
reIX)rted the alleged incident to
police on Monday. Pannier was
arrested at school Wednesday.

Polygraph part
of contest
At this weekend's annual ice
fishing contest in Hopkins, Minn.
the
top lie-detectoflests.
three finishers _
had_to_...._
undergo
·one of the organizers of the:
ev~nt said the reason they used
polygraph tests was to add
credibility to the contest.
The extra security was also
because last year two fishennen
who claimed to have caught the
largest fish were disqualified as
suspected cheaters.
One failed the lie-detector test
and the other refused 16 take it.
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Undergraduate
bulletin misleads
some students
of Management 468 had a
waiting list for student's to .be
admitted to the course.
"Management 468 is supposed
to be one of the last courses of
your college career," Karels
said. "If you, don't get in .then
you can't graduate."

Seniors having
trouble getting
classes in order
to graduate
by Eric S. Dietz

hav~u:t~~n~ l~c:n~~cS:tio:;
Academic Affairs.
.
When students at SCSU plan an
'1 asked the dean to add two
academic career they can usually more sections of Management
rely on . the undergraduate 468," said Suz.anne Williams, vice
bulletin published by the president for Academic Affairs.
university.
. "Bottom line, we're going to take
The undergraduate bulletin lists care of our students' needs."
all courses which are Offered,
A lack of sections for
descriptions of the courses and Management
468
has
when they are offered.
administrators shaking their heads.
Mistakes
and
"Eight sections of 468 has done ·
miscommunications occur from it for us in the past," Williams said.
time to time which don.'t allow for "Student demand is changing."
all the courses listed in the bulletin
The addition of more sections is
to be offered the quarter they expected to alleviate the lack of
should be.
classroom seats for students.
"I was forced- to drop my
"Once we are aware of
economics major or I would have problems that students have for
had to stay another semester,'' said ~~a=~~•u take care of it,"
STAFF WRITER

Kristine White/STAFF PH(Jf(J(;R.A.PHcR

After. playing seven games on the Phi Epsilon Alpha team, sophomore Jessica Gallant (right)
takes a nap while freshman Jenny Vickstrom watches the action Sunday morning at the Muscular
Dystrophy Associations Volleyball-A-Thon in Halenbeck Hall South.

Program opens minds
Freshmen take
~\Vl@IB@O'TIW
part in new paired I
wareness I
diversity courses Ioc~1~~~•::d1;:~~:,, and
discussion,

by Richard Wells
STAFF WRITER

student

panels

consisting of individuals who were
familiar with the issues •covered in

Some SCSU students from

the classes also shared personal
experiences.
Experiential

W.W. Holes residential hall are
seeing and . hearing the world
differel)tlr., ..a(ter Jaking p~ in .,a
pilot ~<lc;;gric<!~ by Julie
Andrzejewski
called
the
Citizenship for Diversity Project.
Andrzejewski,
a
human
relations
and
multicultural
education professor, said the
program was designed to give
students knowledge and skills "to
create, in their own living
environment a safe, respectful
campus."
Fall quarter, about 50 freshmen
from Holes Hall took Human
Relations IOI cooperatively with
either an English 162 clas.s or a
Speech Communications 161 class.
The paired classes had a joint
textbook and worked together on
issues of anti-Semitism, classism,
di5;3,bility is.sues, gay and lesbian
issues, physical appearance, racism
and xenophobia (Xenophobia is a
fear of foreigners).
1ne focus of the classes was on

assignments that required them to
take part in some fonn of sociaJ
ac~vism''We~· al~ ¥ .~gned, .The
experiential assignments included
listening for prejudices at the donns
and chaJlenging them.
Since taking part in the human
relations program, freshman Niki
Green said she speaks up when
confronted ~y prejudice instead of
ignoring it as she had done in the
past.
'That class really opened my
eyes," Green said. "I couldn't
believe all the sexist jokes and
prejudices I heard once I started
listening for them. People don't
realize that they might offend
people by saying, 'That's so gay,'
or, 'That's so retarded."'
Roxann Storms, a graduate
assistant for Human Relations IOI,
described it as "an incredible
experience both for the instructors
and the students."
According to Green, Storms and
Andrzejewski, almost everyone

who took the class recommended it
be required for all students.
Even though the class had high
approval ratings from students, it
was difficult for some to deal with
the issues presented in the classes.
"It was disturbing to the;n (the
students); nlost of them had
never thought about these issues
before," said Jud'y Foster,
professor of English, who taught
the English 162 section of the class.
Green agreed that the class was
emotionally. difficult saying that·
most of the students in her class had
to confront their own prejudices
and racism.
· A $75,000 Bremer grant
designed to prevent harassment and
hate crimes at SCSU will pay for
a faculty member to teach
Human Relations IOI for the next
two years. SCSU has agreed
to enrich the salary by also
providing full benefits, but has not
committed to supporting the
program after the grant expires.
This spring the paired courses
will be taught again using money
made available by the university.
When asked why Human
Relations IOI was necessary at
SCSU, Foster responded by
referring to hate crimes committed
at SCSU, "After what happened last
fall, do you really need any more of
an answer than that?"

!::!~:~:j

0
seni;~~~
~~
the bulletin but not offered spring
quarter, Karels made the decision to
switch his major to finance.
"Luckily I had the requirements
met for the economics minor,"
Karels said.
One of the economics courses
listed iifthe course catalog but not

offered

spring

quarter

is

t~~~:~ 472, Regulation and

Certain sections of upper level
electives, which are not offered this
quarter, are part of a phasing out
process. · The programs being
phased out are still listed in the
catalog for the benefit of the
students who are still in the
program.
· "We're going to offer the

::~J~!~.~~ ~:~::~8;

An economics course required
for two-thirds of all economic
majors is Economics 377,
Managerial Economics, and only

"We're going to make it available
for students who need it."
;.\cademic Affairs urges students
who.have problems to talk first with
the department chairperson. If

one section is offered spring

:=en~al:vefa !~i~:

caused problems within the College
of Business has been Management
468, Strategic Management.
O
As of Friday all eight se.ctions

the dean of the college may be
appropriate.
'The catalog · is our contract
~ ,'!:t:°ti!:~i•~,,Williams said.
~,

quage~ course in particular that has

J1~

of Starkey
College Students!
Stari<ey Laboratories of Minneapolis will
be attending the MSUS Job Fair '98 at the Minneapolis

Convention Center on Monday, February 16th.

Beginning Summer and Fall

PUT

6-8 montii

internships/co-ops:

SOMl:THING ON
YOUR RHUM£.
University Chronicle has
several open positions:
A Copy editor
A Career & Money editor
,t. Staff writers

For more information
or to apply, stop by
Stewart Hall room 13
or call 255-2449.
Ryan Voz, Editor

Find out what the Spirit of Starkey is all about Stop by
our booth and visit oUr representatives or stop by
your Career/Placement center to review corporate
information and highlights.

Career Hotline: 800-328-8604
6 700 Washington Avenue South
Eden Prairie, MN 55344
Equal Opportunity Employer
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He said the St. Cloud Police Department officers
stop African-American men for no reason. Lyman said
managers a1 Perkins, Cobom's and Crossroads
Shopping Center harass African-American students
and community members.
''If students have needs. lhey can come to us," said
freshman Sen. Brian 1nompson. "We a1so need to go to
them. Both parties have to work together to represent
all SCSU students."
"Familiarity between organizations and Studeot
Government needs 10 happen," said Rob Callahan

Rapes

PAGE 1

He is not believed to be involved
in any other sexual assaults.
"The fact that these are rapes is
uncommon as well," Cross said.
"Most often, the attacks on campus
have been assaults, nol rapes."
According to the Nov. 20 edition
of The Record, the SJU student
newspaper, 16 sexual assaults were
reported last year on the CSB and
SJU campuses.
OPs reported I I forcible sexual
offenses during 1997. The number
is down from 12 and 13 for 19%
and 1995, respectively.
Forcible sexual offenses are
considered offenses directed
against another person forcibly
and/or against a person's will or
nonforcibly, but against a person
who is incapable of giving consent.
lbere is no infonnation to make
UPS believe the recent assaults on
campus are in any way related to
the rapes on the CSB and SJU
campuses,
according
to
Heckendom.
"We provide the services and the-facilities but it takes everylx>dy's
participation to remain constantly
heightened in their awareness to
preventing crime. Jt takes
everylx>dy to be a crime prevention
person to make things improve,"
Heckendom said.
According to Heckendom, UPS
officials stay in contact with CSB
and SJU officials in hopes that
sharing information will aid each
campus in its security measures and
in the attempt to solve crimes.
CSB and .SJU officials have
implemented addit_ional methods to
increase securit)' and awareness on
campus since the-rapes.
"We had a group of security
officers and students do a safety
walk through the campus to detect
places they thought needed more
lighting and security," Cross said."Following the assessment, a
light was added outside the
northeast entrance of Haehn
Campus Center al CSB, where the
first two rapes took place.
lbere has been increased use of
the escort service provided on
campus, according to Cross. After
the first assault, an open forum was
held for CSB and SJU Sludents to
discuss the rape. Another forum is
scheduled for Feb. 4 at St. John's
campus. Crime alerts have been
• posted on both camptlses as well.
Dllring the fall, all fi rst-year
students currently attend sessions
regarding safety. lwo rape
aggression defense classes are
scheduled to take place. Currently,
there are 50 women enrolled and
both classes have a waiting liSl.
The residential life department
is presenting several programs
offering open discussions about
relationships and self esteem. Also,
in February there will be a seminar
entitled "Sexua1 Harassment and
Rape Prevention" presented.
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Bill

acting co-chairperson for First P.eople. "We must find a
common way to address the :idministralion. Being there
for each other is imponant."
_ Lyman agrees with Callahan in working together
with Student Government "Student Government can
work with students of color organizatiOns," said
Lyman. ''Student Government has to hear the concerns
of · all it's students and take them up with
adminislration. They have to hold administration
accountable for not meeting the needs of students."

J'AGE 1

"The plan is to extend the trail through SCSU campus to downtown,"
Opatz said. "Another part of the plan is to connect the trail south lo the
Warner Lake County Parle."
The project is based on a joint study request by the City of St. Cloud and
SCSU which looked at how the trail could be extending along the
Mississippi River to downtown. The trail would be paved for pedestrians,
bicycles and in-line skate use. ·
The total project cost is estimated at $2.4 million and Opatz said it
should be completed within the next two 10 three years.
'The completion of this project is a wonderful addition to the
community," he said.
The bill is being reviewed by the environmenta1 finance committee
which reviews capital requests. From there it will go to the capital
investment committee, which Opatz is a part of, sometime within the next
two weeks. Opatz said this bill was coordinated with the City of St Cloud.
It is not a university request.

Did you Know???
'Pizza Hut has Chicken Pizzas!

C;ife Cre;itions
Mat-gherita- Garllc-B4r-B·Ouc-Honey Mustard-Fajita
A different Pizza Everyday'

Stop by and try a

c~Fe Cte~tion & a

(i1ct~fu~
0l

:c LOUD

•

28 Fifth Ave. South
St. Cloud, MN 56301
r320J 251-2569

Large Pop for only
$3.89
Still Hungry???
With Breadsticks only
$4.99

Offer Good February 2-28

~ .!ifil' and~~

Comoaci Discs
Cassenes
· Videos
Leather Jackets

Downstairs Atwood
2-5pm
Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m.-9 a.m
Sat. 10 a.m.-8 p.m.
Sun. 1J a.m.-6 p.m.

"St. Cloud Technical College is

Totally

concerned
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University Chronicle will be selling Love Lines at 50 cents per
line, five words a line until Monday, February 9. They will be
published in the Thursday, February 12 issue.
Drop off XQm: pu ic &splay of affection at the Chronicle office
in Stewart Hall room 13.
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U n i v e r s i ty P r o g r a m B o a r d
Presents:
WINTER WEtK: WINTER WAKE-UP

Performing · Arts
Crash
Visual Percussion

Monday, Feb. 2, 8 p.m.
Kimberly Rltsche
Auditorium

Tickets: Free w/ SCSU ID,
$5 Public
Available in the UPB
Office, AMC 118

F i I

m

Visual

s

Wood Construction by
Steve Olson
·
ongoing until Feb. 26,
.Atwood Gallery

. Feb. 6 & 8, 9:30 p.m.

Grossi, Point Blank
Feb. 5 & 7, 9:30 p.m.
Feb. 6 &8, 7 p.m.

Exhif?itHand Carved Wooden
Birds by Jim Ayers
ongoing until Feb. 6,
Atwood Ballroom
display cases

Atwood little Theatre,
Admittance W/ SCSU ID

Outings/Rec

S p

e a k e r s

Attal/ah Shabazz
"Malcolm X: Thi,
Man
and Fathi,r"
Tuesday, Feb. 3, 7:30 p.m.
Kimberly Ritsche Auditorium

Come to o_ur horne.

The Catholic Church on campus.

Tickets: Free w/ SCSU ID,
$5 Public
Available in the UPB Office,
.
AMC 118

UPB Elections

I

CA.THOUC CAMPI.IS MNSTRY

MASS: SATURDAY : 5:l0 P. M.

Application forms for
1998-99 UPB officers
available in AMC 118
Executive applications
due Feb. 13, 4 p.m. interviews Feb. 17-Feb.19
Coordinator applications
due March 23, interviews
March 16-March 18

Concerts

Rollerdome
Feb. 8, noon-8 p.m.
Met,rodome, Minneapolis

Comt:dian:
Scott Faulcort>ridq,;

Indoor Rock
Climbing

February 6, 7 p.m.
Ritsche Auditorium, Free

Feb. 8, 4-10 p.rri.
Vertical Endeavor

Twin Citii,s Cornrrur,ity
Gospel Choir

cal t 255-2205 for more
info

Special Events/
SP O t I i g ht

Arts

. Exhibit"imprfkt wrld"

Say Anything
Feb. 5 & 7, 7 p.m.;

February 11 8 p.m.
Ritsche Auditorium, Free

~,..Un-i-ve_r_s-it_y__,,P,..ro_g_r_a_m-,

Hill Billy Hills Niqht
February 4, 7 p.m.

Board
Atwood Center 118
(320) 255 - 2205

\

Var/My Show
February 5, 7 p.m.
Atwood Center Ballroom

Tri,morphlo
Feb. 17, 8 p.m.
The Quarry, AMC

r' aid for by your 5tudent
Jctiv"ity fee dotlar5

Halenbeck Apartments
Now renting sumr,ner and fall, '98
Pick out your own large private room in our beautiful
two full bathroom apartments. Housing for groups
of four people at Fifth Ave, 11th St. S.

PROFES3JONAL

•
•
•
•

Keyed bedroom locks O
Available storage space
On-site coin laundry
Off-street parking

• Air conditioning
• Dishwasher/ Microwaves
• U Pik-Kwik next door
• No application fee·

MASTER PIERCER· JEFF

JO and 12 month leases are available.

~USING PHOENIX
TATTOO STUDIO

Meyer Properties

16·21stAvenue South
St Cloud, Minnesota S6J01

Tim.and Kelly

lJNIVEUSITY
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W. journalism,

St Cloud is 'as
good as it gets

Journalism is done well in St. Cloud. This past
weekend was proof of that.
St. Cloud Times won the Vance Trophy, the award
given to the best daily newspaper in Minnesota and
University Chronicle won best college newspaper at
the annual Minnesota Newspaper Association's Better
Newspaper Contest.
For those who are skeptics of either of these two
newspapers these awards might come as somewhat of
a surprise. But every newspaper has its enemies and
that is just expected. For others, they may take it for
granted that they get to open these two newspapers
and see the best products in their categories in' the
whole state. _
This was not just a strike of luck, either. Both
papers have a history of doing well at this contest. The
Times, who won 15 separate awards including overall
general excellence, has won the Vance trophy 11 times .
and also tied once. The award has only been in
existence 14 years.
Once again the Chronicle won as best college
newspaper, winning 17 different awards.
·
This might be tooting our own horn slightly, but this
should not be taken for granted. A good analogy is _a
sports team such as the Chicago Bulls, Dallas
Cowboys or any dynasty for that matter. When these
teams win the championship, everyone becomes used
to that and comes to expect nothing less than the best.
But when they have a year that's not quite as good
everyone criticizes ihem, even if they did better than
most teams.
The Ttrrtes and Chronicle were both beaten-out for
the top awards in their categories two years ago, but
still put out very respectable products. Now that
they've won the top award for the past two years
people seem to· forget what they have. These are the
·best newspapers in their respective categories. Both
make their share of mistakes, but comparably speaking
you're not going to get a better product anywhere else.
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STAFF OPINION
MEUSSA GILMAN, OPINIONS EDITOR

Mental illness may be normal
Do we need to change
our defmition of mentally
ill? The Jan. 26 issue of
Newsweek discusses the .
findings of neurologist
Theodor Landis

people may have one or
two schizophrenic or
paranoid genes, thereby
giving them a "unique"
personality rather than a
full-blown illness.

1--. ~~:ie~~'

few genes carrying mental
illness may be
stigmatized, even if their
behavior is never anything
but normal.

Even if neuroscientists

continue to find links
sta
between genes and
:::ropsycho
.logist .
personality, it will not
Marianne Regard.
anomalies are tes
A political
, .
common;
prove that biology is
journalist who
·I
therefore, we all
destiny. Our brains also
was recuperating
~i
may be a little
reflect the experiences we
after a stroke,
mentally ill. And
have. People with a
developed an
if we all are,
diagnosis of obsessiveintense
doesn't that mean compulsive disorder can
preoccupatiOIJ with fine
none of us is? There
activate healthy brain
food and returned to work seems to be many shades
patterns to overcome the
as a dining columnist. "Of between
unhealthy ones.
36 other patients newly
illness and ===tt::._
■t::._
■r=== · We all have
peculiarities which
preoccupied with fine
normality.
food, Regard and Landis
The initial
make us different
found 34 with a brain
findings
There seems to and special
injury exactly where the
raise many
people. We may
bema,ry
journalist turned food
questions. I
be a great
shades
writers was."
recently saw
musician but feel
The link between a
the movie
ashamed because
between
illness
sudden fixation and a
"Gattaca," a
we can't control
and normality. our eating habits
brain.lesion is another
futuristic
piece of evidence that odd movie about - - - - - - - - or an excellent
behaviors are a reflection
a society
mathematician
of an abnormality in the
that manipulates its fetus'
who freezes up in social
genes. What this means is
genes to be smarter, faster Situations. If we as a
the quirks we find
and completely free of
society really value
endearing or annoying like oddities. The ability to
diversity, we may embrace
our friend's super clean
pinpoint which genes
these initial genetic
apartment or our boss' bad cause illness, sexual
findings as proof that there
temper may all be
preference, or tendencies
is no one right way to be.
symptoms of mental
towards aggression, may
But if we value normalcy
and conformity, our
illness.
cause our society .to
unique aspects may be
Researchers are finding
become homogenized.
deemed undesirable and
genes which seem to
Diversity would no
increase the risk of
longer be a desirable
weeded out of the gene
particular illnesses. Some
condition. People with a
pool.
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Though times
may change, spirit
of Trivia lives on

The opinions expressed on this page
do not necessarily represent the views
of UIWVERS/1Y Chronicle.
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The Alinighty Squid wrote to GD! from his Panties
Waay Too Tight outpost a few months ago:
"We decry your use of technology to further your Trivia
goals. Allowed to continue, this use of technology will
result in future Trivia Weekends being played by teams
consisting of one, rich computer geek. As for Panties, we
will continue the tradition of playing with just one book (a
tattered, worn copy of Martha Stewart's "Better Living
Through Witchcraft"), one can of warm 3.2 Blatz and the

E

pay phone down the street."
Having played with Panties Waay To
Tight once, I can assure you at least part
of Squid's tale is false.

MARTY
SUNDVALL

A week or So ago I came home to
find my roommate Scotty scrolling

through a Panties' home video of Trivia
Attack, KVSC-FM's 1990 version of
Trivia Weekend. "Wow ... There's more
books in the basement now than we had

to~~~~

t::~•;~~:e~~!f

Panties' ·

headquarters revealed shelves upon

shelves of books. It's safe to say Panties resources have
fil0Wn considerably since 1990, as have the resources of
many teams. And, like it or not, computers are an
infonnation resource that's just too big to ignore.
Times cfiange, resources change. Technological
evolution is a constantly changing part of Trivia. But Trivia
is not about technology; it's not even about what books you
have or what VCR tapes you have, or what magazines or
phone numbers you have. Or if you know what those ··
stupid crossed lines in Visual ~o. 6 are ..
Trivia is about people. The coming together.of the
scattered Trivia collective·for one weekend in February.
For some this is the best weekend of the year. For others
it's the ONLY weekend of the year.
The Squid's .ultimate point is salient: to ensure the
tradition and spirit of Trivia remains alive and well. Would
Trivia be Trivia without Squid and the Panties? Not even
close. Or how about Animal House? Or The Society for ·
Creative Anarchism? Or Sigma Phi Nothing? Or GD!? All
of the above teams were listed among the top 10 scores in
that Trivia Attack vide9 of 1990.
"~0y ... a lot of regulars in that bunch," Scotty
commented.
True, but also in that top 10 were Nepos Repos and
Curse of NTWC and Jeremiah's Band of Chosen Ones.
And the Ultraviolet Catastrophe and the Know Nothings
also appeared. Wonder where they are now?
Today, the Schnauzers Trousers are the Society of
Creative Rodents. Cowboy Dale's puppy ran away. Stymie·
used to Ride Shotgun. The Three Drooling Geeks have
vanished.
I suppose Trivia never really stays the same. It changes
every year, the teams change, hundreds of faces at KVSC
change, the methods of finding elusive ansWers at 5 a.m.
have changed. But Trivia lives on as only Trivia can.
A splinter group from The Society for Creative
Anarchism is now the Cappuccino Awareness Group. This
summer a "T-Fi_les" poster hung in _prominence in a
basement already well stocked with books. This was in
July.
"You're GDI?" asked Randy to a visitor. "We're coming
after you." And the spirit of Trivia lives on ..
See KVSC's web site for more infonnation on Trivia
Weekend (http://www.kvsc.org/eventltrivia/).

Student wants more for money
An open letter to President Bruce Grube.
As president of this university, I'm sure you
believe it's important to be in touch with student
morale and employee issues on campus. I feel
it's important to point out an experience I had in
the administrative office. I believe this will serve
as an example of a common frustration for many
students on campus and is an area which needs
improvement.
As a senior, I will graduate this quarter and I
decided to verify a grade change with the school
to ensure my completion. Consequently, I went
to the appropriate office and was told the person
I needed to talk to was gone for the week. I then
asked for another person to assist me and was
told they were sick and no one else could help
me. After I left that office I went to Records and
Registration since I had received grade change
infonnation there in the past. Before I had a
chance to explain the circumstances of my
situation I was cut off and told to go to the
office I was just in. I explained I had just come
from there and there was no one there to help
me and I was cut off again. The woman said,
'Then there is nothing I can do for you."
After receiving such a rude response to a.
courteous request I left the office frustrated and
offended. Ironically, I passed the senior pledge
booth which had a sign stating it was my chance
to "give-something back to the university." I
qui~kly passed by, biting my tongue. Let me say,
I have been to numerous seminars on customer
service which explain the importance of quality
service. The administrative personnel are far
from providing this. Although I believe the
faculty and functions of SCSU live up to the

Read, React,
Write
University Chronicle
13 Stewart Hall
St. Cloud, MN 56301

or e-rrail:
cumiclalstclcu:lstate.e.:il

tradition of excellence, I feel the administrative
personnel could use a mission statement, such as
companies use to improve customer satisfaction.
How about a statement like, "If you do not have
the answer, then find someone who does."
Obviously, we cannot expectto get all the
answers we seek immediately, but is it asking
too much for someone to take a phone number
and get back to us with the infonnation?
Another common frustration is the all too
familiar "run around" one gets as they seek the
appropriate office f0r a request. ,:\II too often I
get sent to four offices before finding the one I
need. Before sending a student to an uncertain
destination, is it asking too much to pick up a
phone and verify the correct office? I had to
wait 20 minutes while listening to one
pennanent employee's personal conversation
before she finally told her friend to hold as she
retrieved a book for me. I was treated with
irritation, of course, because I had interrupted
her conversatio@
President Grube, I just paid well over
$25,000, loan free, aid free, for this institution's
services. If I cannot receive proper attention,
then I may find it necessary to visit your office
so you may escort me on my paJ}lde through the
offices until I have the infonnation l need. I'm
not asking for perfection, or perfect attendance
or even someone with all the answers. What I
demand is a little respect, quality service and
undivided attention. Can you make ~at happen?
Lori June
Senior
International relations

Letters should include:
name. major in school (if applicable).
year in school (if arplicable) and
signature. Leners are recommended to be
under 350 words.
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tAsi .CH~Nci •tO Register for

JOB ··
FAIR
'.98!
Feb. 16, 1998
Minneapolis Convention
Center

Don't miss Minnesota's Largest one day Job Fair with more than
140.employers and Thousands of job opportunities!

Stop into Career Services, AS 101 today and

Register!!!

Unlimited ATM access, free VISA check card, unlimited banking
by phone, and no minimum balance. Call us today for details.
Membership in SCCU is open lo students, faculry and staff of St. Cloud Slate Univel!iry. Visit our

~sccu
~ I d Federal Ordic/Jnion

websifeat www.sccu-mn.org.

654-5474

Located in Room A152 of Atwood Memorial Center.
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late arrival
slowsSCSU
Win streak snaps at four
by Tyson Jahn
STAFF WRITER

The Huskies women's basketball team (7-4 North
Central Conference, 12-8 overall) came up with a last

second win as. they beat the University of NebraskaOmaha on the road, 70-69.
First-year guard Tina Schreiner made two free
throws Friday, with eight seconds left in the game. She
also came up with a good defensive play to make an 18foot desperation jump shot fall short for UNO.
"Schreiner played very well and won the game for us
with her key free throws at UNO," Head Coach Lori
Ulferts said. "(First-year forward) Christine Williamson
and (junior ·guard) Teri Watkins both had good
weekends."
Watkins came up with a game-high 20 points, nine
rebounds, six assists and one steal. She a1so set a new
single season record for three-pointers made with 49.

Williamson scored 12 points and three stea1s.
"I thought our first game was good and we weren't

tired," Williamson said. "I think that pumped us up for
the UNC game."
Ulferts said she was most impressed with her team's
rally in the UNO game, because the lead SCSU had
dwindled and_ the Mavericks gained the lead in the
game.
'"The c.omehack was imoressive," Ulferts said. "We
carried it out and did what we had to do. It's scary being
on""lhe road aoo being down by even one point, but the
team pulled through."
The Huskies traveled to play the No. 13 nationally
ranked University of Northern Colorado Saturday, but
because they missed their morning flight, the team
showed up late.
.
"We didn't get to UNC until late in the evening and
didn't get our shoot around, so we had to just play,"
Ulfertssaid.
UNC beat SCSU, 96-80 which included 12 of 29
three-pointers. Wrth the help of Williamson's 16 points
in the first half, the_Huskies drew within three points at
halftime 43-40.
"We lost momeritum in the second half," Ulferts
said. "We didn't do good on the boards."
After halftime, UNC went on a scoring binge that
would eventually put a halt to a Husky comeback.
UNC's 18-4 run was turned around in SCSU's favor as
they SJarted a 12-2 run aided by the Bears' six turnovers.
"We pressed them and forced them to tum the ball
over," Ulferts said. "Our defense, at times, was strong."
Northern Colorado improved to 17-3 overall and
remained undefeated at home with a t 2-0 record.
"UNC is tough to play at home," Ulferts said. "They
had beautiful fast breaks and when we dropped back
they pulled up for threes. They _have so many weapons
and can make the shots at the right times."
Williamson agreed with Ulferts about UNC's
offensive capabilities.
'They got open and hit threes," Williamson said. "It's
tough defending them, but we had fun on the trip."
For the Huskies, Williamson had 27 points, four
blocked .shots and three assists. Schreiner added ·eight
points, IO boards and three steals.

a
Scott Anderson/STAFF PH(JT()GRAPHER

Senior Rob Klasnick (15) attempts a pass around Denver's Judd Stauss, Saturday at the National Hockey Center.

Denver gives Huskies a scare
by Rob LaP/ante

two of them.
Junior winger Joe Murphy's goal at
14:16 proved to be the game winner for
the
Pioneers.
The opportunity for deja vu existed
Murphy's power-play goal came while
this weekend at the National Hockeythe
Huskies were killing off a five-onCenter, but thanks to some self-discipline,
the Husky hockey team salvaged a split three disadvantage.
SCSU
Head Coach Craig Dahl said he
with Denver University.
It all started Friday when the last-place was unhappy with his team's penalty kill,
but
felt
there
were some untimely calls in
Pionee.rs jumped out to a 2-0 lead. But,
·
things seemed back in order for SCSU the game.
'The inability to kill off penalties was
after sophomore forward Matt Noga
scored a pair of goals locking things up at astronomical," Dahl said. "But I didn't
evell see the second penalty that put us
two.
It marked the fourth straight game down two men. With IO games left in the
Noga has scored a goal and was his fifth season, why is one tearri killing off all the
penalties late in the third periodT'
goal in his last four games.
The neWs got even worse for the
''Our entire line has been clicking and
Huskies,
late in the third period, as
playing well," Noga said. "I have been
playing more of a controlled game lately sophomore defenseman Josh De Wolf left
the
game
after
crashing into the boards.
and i feel excited about my play."
At 4:35 of the third period, senior DeWolf was diagnosed with a broken
forward Sacha Molin taJlied his sixth goal ankle and his status remains uncertain.
Saturday night, the Pioneers jumped to
of the season, putting the Huskies up 3-2.
After Molin's go-ahead goal, the rest a 2-0 lead. And, once again, the Huskies
of the night became disastrous for the were forced to play comeback.
Sophomore forward Mike Rucinski .
Huskies.
Referee Tom Goddard wrung off three got the .Huskies on the board and junior
consecutive thi~-period penalties against winger Brad Goulet tied things at two,
the Huskies ancl Denver capitalized on with his first goal of the season.
SPORTS EDITOR

Goulet beat Denver sophomore goalie
StephenWagnertohisfarsidewithaslap
shot from the far circle.
"We had a nice breakout play and both
of my linemen gave me a nice feed and I
was able to beat (Wagner) on the far side,"
Goulet said of his goal.
SCSU took the lead 3-2 after senior
center Jason Stcwat1 scored 1:01 into the
thi{d)period. Stewart's goal would stand
up and the Huskies played much more
disciplined and had a penalty-free third
period.
'The difference is we played a little
smarter than last night," Dahl said. "I felt
we had a gcxxl effort af!d the guys showed
good reaction to a tough loss."
"We showed what we are made of in
the second period," Goulet said 'That is
the way SCSU knows how to play."
The split keeps the Huskies (16-8-2
overall, 13-6- 1 Western Collegiate
Hockey Association) tied with North
Dakota in the standings with 27
points.
SCSU will take a week off in the
schedule before continuing its homestand
with Michigan Tech next weekend.
'The week off will be relaxing," Noga
said. 'Then we will be ready to go at it."

Men~ hoopsters squeak by UNO) /all to UNC
by Sean Lafavor
STAFF WRITER

The SCSU men's basketball
· team went west this weekend and
split its weekend series.
Friday, SCSU held off the
University of Nebraska-Omaha, 7572 and Saturday, the Huskies fell to

Northern

Colorado. 85-69.

"I think we did a nice job against
Omaha,"" said SCSU Head Coach

Friday evening, senior center
Jon Hinzman poured in a gamehigh 28 points and the Huskies shot
52 percent from the field.
Sophomore
forward
Jeremy
Schmidt scored 16 points off the
bench for SCSU.

Kevin Schlagel. "We did a gcxxl job
of controlling the tempo of the
game and we got really good play
out of Schmidt off the bench. He
came in and had the biggest night of
his career."
SCSU got a couple of big plays

the

University

of

in the final moments to ensure the
victory. Hinzman blocked a UNO
shot with 12seconds left and senior
guard Sean Whitlock hit two free
throWs with nine seconds left on the

clock.
Saturday in Greeley, Colo., a dry
spell in the opening moments of the
second half sealed SCSU's fate

against the Be.irs. SCSU was
outscored 15-5 in the first six and a
half minutes.
''I thought we were a little more
sluggish against UNC," Hinzman
said.

Go TO SQUEAK, PAGE 10 •
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Grapplers continue to improve · with weekend split
by Tyson Jahn

ranked," said Head Coach Steve Griinit.

$TAFF WRITER

"SDSU has a real OplX)rtunity to Win a
national title."-

The SCSU men's wrestling team (2•5

North Central ConferenCe, 2-6 overall) split
its home doubleheader last weekend.
The Huskies suffered a devastating Joss
Friday to South Dakota State University.

SCSU scored its nine points on a forfeit to
first-year grappler Klaus Alberts, at 158 lbs.
and a 5-4 decision fOr junior Brett Swaim at
the 142-lb. class.
~ "SDSU is a lot better than Augustana,
bec~us~, they have eight guys nation~lly

Grimit, was satisfied by his team's

perfonnance over the weekend and feels that
his wrestlers are getting better as the season
moves forward.
"I think we are continuing to take steps in
the right direction," Grimit said. "Klaus
wrestled very well and with great intensity.
He ·continues to get better and better with
each match."
· AJberts was one of many Husky grapplers
Who played a key role in SCSU's 24-23 dual

meet
win
over
Augustana
on
Saturday.
'The big story for us against Augustana
was (sophomore) Cha~ Imker in the
heavyweight class," Grimit said. "It was fun
to watch and Chad did what he had to
do."
Imker won an 11-7 decision at
heavyweight, improving his record tO 9-12
for the season, and gave the Huskies their
second NCC win of the season.
"(Juniors) Jesse Nelson and Ryan Marx
also continue to wrestle well for us," Grimit
said. "Marx had a tough ,weekend and lost

some close ones, but he's a (ough kid and he
knows what he has to do. He wrestled
potential
All-Americans
in
both
meets."
Other grapplers picking up wins for the
Huskies were Alberts, who came up with a
pin over Blake Bergjord in the 158-lb.:class
and Swaim, who Won a 2-1 decision in two
overtimes, at 142 lbs. for his second weekend
victory.
Up' next for SCSU is a road trip to- the
University of Northern Colorado and the
Colorado School of Mines next FridaY and
Saturday.

Squeak
Schmidt scores
16 off the bench
PAGE9

NCC repre,en

~

. The NortJi·Central Conference had a say in last weekend's SupeJ
~owl XXXII contest between the Denver Broncos and the Green BayJ
::Packers. Packer offensive lineman Adam Timmennan is a 19944
igraduate of South Dakota State and Broncos' defensive back Tyronel
r raxton is a 1991 graduate of North Dakota State.
~

"We seemed very tired and just
couldn't get the shots to
fall."
UNC senior forward Antwine
Williams scored a game-high 29
points, and the Bears shot 59
percent from the field in the
second half.
Sophomore guard Enoch Dix
paced the Huskies with 15 points in
the defeat.
Next up for S<:;SU will be a pair
of games next weekend at
Halenbeck Hall.
The Huskies will take on North
Dakota St!l,te University Friday, and
the Uni~ersity of North Dakota
Saturday. Tip-off is 8 p.m. for lx>th
games.

ST. CLOUD AREA
CLOTHESLINE PROJECT

CANCUN •BAHAMAS
as low as $339!
llliil@ll@@l@lil:

'l Breakfasts • 'l Dinners
28 Hours AII-U-Can Drink!
Organize A Small ·Grou_p And Travel FREE!
SURF & SUN TOURS
□ "H®"U~ " n n

'lliink about it..

Next year you can live in an apartment building ~th a
~ f o r your use at no charge to you. We have
Windows, Word for Windows, Word Perfect, and a
connection to the library and much more.

The Clothesline Project is an exhibit that epitomizes violence
against women through the use of T-shirts designed by survivors,
secondary survivors and ihe friends and family of the women and
children who didn't survive. This project will give survivors, victims
and their friends the opportunity to w_o rk through some of the pain and
anger they are dealing with.
The St Cloud Area Clothesline Project Committee is comprised
of members of several student organizations at_St. Cloud State
University and members of community organizations as well.

Only at Bridgeview South and Bridgeview West.

Your help is greatly needed to help make this project the success

W e have apartments available for men
and \..I/Omen now for fa ll semester.

that it greatly deserves for everyone dealing with violence against

For more information call Dennis at

Project meet at the Women's Center on Wednesday, Feb. 4 at
7 p.m. or call 654-9103 for more information.

Pillar Propert~ Management.

Call Today
ZS9•4ZS9.

women. If you would like to help out with the Clothesline

Monday,

Meditation centers enet'gy
by Tabitha Whissemore
STAFF WRITER

There are no quick fixes to reduce college
life stress, but some students have found

meditation can help.
Since fall quarter, 15 to 20 students have
gathered in the Newman Center each week
for an hour of meditation and relaxation.
Led by senior Lukas Johnson, the group's
goal is to re-invigorate the body, mind and

spirit.
According to frequent attendee senior
Craig Case, the exercises ;ue fairly simple

and require only patience and focus.
"It's about paying attention to what's
around you," Case said.
In the quiet, candlelit environment the
meditation begins with Johnson leading the
group in verbal exercises.
...,
Whal happens next is a sort of mental
prayer c"ombining thought, emotion and

imagination that transcends all religions.
"Christial}S have been meditating forever,"
said Kevin Anderson, Newman Center
priest and founder'of the meditation group.
"Now we're incorporating Eastern traditions,
too. "
According to Case, that makes meditation
more appealing.
"It's not necessarily about religion," Case
said. "Plus, we're learning about other
cultures, which is what we came to college to
do.''. _ . - - ~
Some of the advantages to meditation are
changes in self-concept and, of course, stress
reduction.
"Just one hour out of the week really helps
you sort things out," Case added.
Besides that, there are health benefits to
meditation, proving a mind/1:xxly connection.
Doctors have found that it can lower blood
pressure and heart rate.
People have also used meditation to
counteract the Side effects _of medical
treatments, such as -chemotherapy.

Scott Anderson!STAFF PHaroGRAPHF.R

During Tuesday night meditation at the Newman Center, the group works to free energy centers, or chakras, with healing
ouch exercises and-also experiments with loving kindness meditation, walking meditation and other fonns.
"Meditation is a holistic venture,"
Anderson said. "We're not just dealing with
the mind, but also the body."
College students are not the only ones to
partakt in the venture. For years, business
professionals, socialites and even the elderly
have been achieving the benefits of
meditation.
"It's gotten pretty mainstream," Case said.
"It's partly because of a p,ush recently for
personal spirituality."

That, combined with the stress of
everyday living, has turned meditation from a
"hippie" thing to a popular practice.
And while some people encl up spending
thousands of dollars trying to reach mental
and physical heights, SCSU students can do it

for free_
Anderson said starting a meditation group
was a way to reach out 10 students.
"As a Newman Center, we try to serve
the students," he said. "We're incorporating

some alternative ways of doing that
now."
Whether a student finds himself by
gaining spiritual insight or by getting rid of a
virus through meditation, depends on the
individual. One positive benefit everyone can
feel is relaxation - something lacking on
college campuses today.
The group meets at 8 p.m. every Tuesday

in Newman Center, classroom "C" and every
Thursday at 8 p.m. in the Prayer room.

Theater peiformers go -b eyond obvious
by Jessica Hanson
Costumes, lines and humor are
visible to an audience; however,
they may not realize the hard work,
dedication and preparation needed
to bring a-production to life.
The curtain will rise on the
SCSU Theater Department's latest
production, "Fashion," on Feb. 9.
Every year, the faculty of this
department discuss various plays to
produce during the season.
According to Patricia Sandberg,
professor of theater and film studies
and director of the play, the
department tries to choose plays
that not only entertain, but also to
give students the opportunity to
expand their acting and design
skills.
"Fashion," which was Written
in
1845 by Anna Cora
Mowatt, gives students the
opportunity
to
work
with
comedy from another era. It is
a play that pok.es fun at the
hypocrisy of fashion and the
extremes that people will go to be
"in."
"It is just like how things are

today," Sandberg said. "How work twice as hard as far as time is
everyone rushes to be in the social consumed."
game and tries to know which
Rehearsal is time consuming.
fashionable thing to do."
Since the beginning of winter
Though the concept of fashion quarter, cast and crew members
may have traveled througj?. time, the have. practically lived in the
manners and fonnalities of the mid- Perfonning Arts Center, rehearsing
19th century have not.
Sunday through Thursday from
Sandberg said the cast watched 6:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m.
films about the era, had ICSSOns on
So why do it?
how people conducted themselves
'1t's the rush of being on stage
and were trained to maneuver in the with a live audience,'' said Luke
costumes to show them off 10 the Weber, a junior who plays Count
audience.
Jolimaitre. "I don't think anyone
Lessons didn't end there, would be here if they didn't love it.
though. Junior Mark Warzecha, · We all may have our individual
who plays Tennyson Twinkle, said reasons for being here, but we all
Sandberg began each rehearsal with share that love for theater."
the cast doing ballet stretches and
Rehearsal itself, seems like a
exercises.
scene from a movie- cast members
"So we can get used to moving stroll in, throw their jackets and
gracefully,'' he explained.
backpacks on any available seat and
Rehearsal
is
a
major flop on the stage waiting for
commitment for members of a play. rehearsal to begin.
"A theater student and any other
One actor stands with his hand
student has a job, classes and a on his hip, reading his script, while
homework load," said Amanda another is off in the comer,
Davis, junior and assistant stage practicing his lines and waving his
manager. "I feel a pn:xluction is an hands.
addition to that. We get the same
Conversations are held on one
credit as any other major, but we topic or another until someone

whistles and commands everyone's
auention.
"From here, we are going into
the parlor rine," Sandberg says,
and rehearsal has begun.
The members in the scene
jumped on the stage, positioned
themselves and began to act out
their parts.
Sandberg sat directly in front of
the stage and scribbled on her
notepad.
"You're blocking yourself when
you stand there," she said. "You
need to keep the urgency in that
line. Do it again."
Tiny details such as these
improve the scenes and exaggerate
the humor in the play.
"She is very particular to detail;'
said Craig Maas, a freshman who
plays Augustus Fogg. "It gets
annoying sometimes, but it makes
the play work out really well."
The men ha~ to · grow out
their hair and grow beards as part
of their costumes, because that
was the "~ashion" in the 19th
century.
.
Maas said he is annoyed with
his hair, which has not been cut

since auditions back in November.
"Everyone confonned because
that is the fashiori," Davis said.
Though some had to grow their
hair out, two of the men had to get
hair cut. Weber, whose black hair
hung past his shoulders, had to get
it cut just below his ears.
'1 guess if you love theater, you
do what you've got to do," he said.
"Even if you don't like it."
As opening night draws near,
Sanberg said the pressure is
beginning to mount.
"What we endeavor is to keep
our cool,'' she said. "We try to have
fun and .work together."
What if someone misses a !illC
or entrance?
"We'll improvise," Maas said.
"Almost every show has a mistake.
The a~~ence, though, doesn't have
aclue. .

"Fashion" will be presenJed at
8 p.m. from Feb. 9 through
Feb. . I 4 on Center Stage of
the Performing Arts Center.
Tickets may be purchased
from JO a.m. to 2 p.m. one week
prior to opening night at the SCSU
theater ticket office..
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STUDENTS SAVE

20%
EVERY WEDNESDAY
ON All SERVICES . .
STUDENT I.D . REQUIRED
(All seivkoes pertormed by
supervised students).

912 W. St. Germain
Downtown St. Cloud
251-0500

HAIR CUT
$ 2. 5

0

EV E.R YD A Y
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Chinese Restaurant .
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Ifyou answered yes to any

SH 13 or call Ryan Voz at

255-2449 and apply to be

lhe Cbro,iic/e's new Career
and Money Editor.

~t~-~~~housing.c~m

s
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Fall Semester Re!'ltals
2 & 4 Bedroom Apartments
quiet, convenient locatlo~

OAsslC 500, RIVER Rog.
& pARK SourH ArARTnNT'S
--

Acass

• OFF S7REF.T fAIU(JNC

• C.ON17KJLUD

• 01SHWASHER

• /'1JcROWAVE

• TLJ(](LJl'Df.R. PARKJNc

• lw. l<XJ<ED lbr.Ms.

• AR UJl,l){T1(JNNG
&/IDS
• HfATIWATfR PAD
• ViSlE AVAll..ABlE
• ON Srrc UJfET.MFR
• 2 BEDROOM Arrs. AVA/UJJl.E AT P/!RK Sou1H
- - - - ~- - - - - • l.A.f.1/IL)R.y
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PILLAR PROPERTY MANAGEMENT, INC.
259--4259
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We'll Pay You
To Have Exciting
Weekends.

J\tt.entlon ~, ··
Pre-Business
Students
You are required to
cometo the .

Student Services
Office
'i

,,.,.

The Army Reserve will give you weekend excitement like
you've never had before, and you can earn more than $18,000
while you're enjoying yourself during a standard enlistment
Think about it On a part-time basis, usually one weekend
a month plus two weeks' Annual Training, you could earn
good pay, have a good time, make good friends and even be
entitled to good benefits and opportunities to get money
for education.

You11 also begetting hand&<>n training in a skill that will
last you a lifetime.
Army Reserve knows how to make weekend~ interesting.
Are you interested?
•
Think about it. Then think about us. Then call:

Call: 252- 2212 in St. aoud or visit us on the

to obtaiq yQur
ACCESS CODE,
THEDAY·BEFORE YOU
J\~E SCHEDULED TO
REGISTER!
Advisers will be. available
in BB 123, 8am.:'.4pm
stru:tingJant1arn26 foi:
Spring Quarter. 1998 ·.

'O nly 3 ·111ore SbOpping
days until Trivia!
Register your teams now and buy all the caffeine legally allowed for KVSC's 50 hour
Trivia M;irathon, February 6th-8th. Only a few days left to take advantage of this
incredible offer! Join now and receive a complimentary Trivia Sells Out poster, not
available anywhere else! Stop by Stewart Hall room 27 or call 25 -3066 for more
information. There will never be another offer like it! Act now.

VSC 88.1 F

Wants .You!
This could be you!

0
0

KVSC is not responsible for people
who actually turn into clip art.

Can you answer a phone? Do you eat? We need people to
.answer' phones in 3 hour shifts during Trivia Sells Out, Feb.
6th-8th and we'll supply the food .. Nocturnal types needed
most (no vampires, please). Job requires remedial reading
skills, ability to answer phones and speak English at an eighth
grade level. Stop by KVSC in 27 Stewart Hall to sign up.
*Drinks are non•alcohotic, though the water. tastes a little funny.

UNIVERS.ITY

Chronicle/14

Housing
EFACIENCIES
1-4 bdmi. eff. apls. Call 259-4841.
Plug-ins $20/$35 garages.
1 & 2·BDRM. APTS.
available for mature students in
quiet building, 12-month lease on~.
Call 240-9483.
2-BDRM.
in 4-plex by Halenbeck Hall.
Summerna11. Call 251-8941. ·

Classifieds

1 AND 2-BDRM. APTS.
close to SCSU. Heat pd., on bus
line. Riverside Properties. 2518284, or251-9418.

• Deadline: Monday at noon for Thursday's edition anq noon Friday fat Monday's
edition.
• Prices: Five (5) words per line: $1. Six (6) words constitutes two lines: $2.
•Classifieds will not be accepted via phone unless an account has been
established with the University Cbronfc/e.
.
Classified ads can be purchased in Room 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are inside the
STATEVIEW
4-bdrm. units on campus. 2 door. Notices are free and run according to the ·amount of Space.
showers, DW, micros., security.
For more information, call Brenda Herubin, classifieds manager, available at 255Heat paid. 253-1154.
3943 or 255-2164, during busines.s hours and ask for classifieds.

UNIVERSITY WEST ON 7TH .
DW •
AIC
~~~ii"~n;P~fean, gar~;i, ' excei
mgmt., 251 -600S.

2-BDRM. $425.IMO.
Forestview apts. S.E. location on
Campus Clipper bus line. On-stte
laundry. Heat, water, garbage &
parking/plug-in included. 654·8300.

ROOMS FOR WOMEN
close to campus. Utilities pd.
Available immediately. Reasonable

!~~-

FORESTVIEW
large 1 & 2-bdmi. apts. Free
reserved parking with • plug-ins.
Quiet, walk-in closets. On bus line.
Heat and water pd. Northern Mgmt.
654-8300.

rents. Short-teim leases. Telephone
252-61?3, leave a message.
acros!'~!~EA~::.A~~~icro.,
A/C. Cootact Equity !nvestmenls,
Jeff, 203-TT89.
.
1 STOP SHOPPING
WE HAVE IT! 1,2,3 & 4-bdmi. apls.
with various floor plans . and
amenities. ,Choose your size and
s~e. Basic util. pd. Northern Mgmt.
654-8300.

2
1 block ! i !,M~:~~- Newly
remodeled, largeribdrm. 25J.1154,
Select Prop.
-· ·

VIEW AU. OF OUR LOCATiqNS
on the web, scsuhouSin .Com
Campus Mariagem'enL
·

CAMPUS APTS.
spacious 4-bdrm. apts., newer
carpeting, heat pd., near SCSU on
5th Ave., E.P.M. 251-6005.

MICHIGAN PLACE
large 2-bdrm. on SE side. French
pd.

,
OLYMPIC If
3 · 4 bdmis. Near Hockey Center. 4bdmi. split unils with two full baths.
OW, micros., security, garages and
ports. Heat paid. 253-1154.

. EFACfENCtES
with hardwood floors, and Murphy
beds, $285/mo. 654-1544.

EFFICIENCIES AND 1-BDRM.
A.PTS.
ctose to downtown and SCSU, heat
pd:, Riverside Prop. 251-8284, 251·
9418.
NO MORE ROOMMATES
spacious 1 &. 2-bdrm. apts in 8-plex.
Private off-street parking. Laundry,
heat pd. Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.
BEACHWOOD APTS.
1-bdrm. apts. near Cobom's and
D.T. 10- or 12-rno. leases. Dan 2511925.
UNIVERSITY SQUARE II
4-bdm,. apls. Avail. now. DW, A/C,
micros., on-site laundry. Security
building. $189 • $210/mo., plus
parking. Call SM & M, 253-1100.
SHARED RENTAL AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY
4-bdrm. townhomes, individual
leases, $200/$235/mo. each. Call
252-2633.
4-BDRM. APTS.
various locations. 259-9673 or 259·
9283, Courrier Prop.
HOUSES, APT. HOUSES.
Call Dan at 251-1925.

Policies,

COLLEGEVIEW APTS.
4-bdrm. units across from campus.
Clean quality living. DW, NC, heat
pd. Contact Equity Investments, Jeff
203-TT89.

UNIVERSITY PLACE
attractive 4-bdm,. · apls., heat pd.,
DW, garages, carports. 5 fklor plans,
E.P.M. 251-6005.

WEST CAMPUS
single rooms near . Halenbeck.
Heat pd. Northern Mgmt.
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~~:~~sM:/s~-~-Heat

FEMALE TO SHARE APTS.
private bdrm. near downtowrvscsu
avail. summer & fall, 251-4605.
WEST CAMPUS 4-BDRM. APTS.
2 locations, 1 & 2-bths., heat pd.,
newer carpeting, parking, E.P.M.
251-6005.
CAMPUS EAST
large 4-bdmis. with 2 full baths.
Extra storage. OW, garages,
security. Heat pd. 253-1154.
5 & 6-BDRM. APTS.
avail. in house. util., parking
included..259-9434.
WESTCHESTER PARK APT.
~~~~251-~b'::'rmw:n ~ :
2-bdnn. lg. or X-lg. $460. Pool,
ceiling fan, OW, on bus line, quiet
bldgs. Call 251-3617.
3-BDRM. APT.
avail. spring quarter. 'catrAich, 6548099. ·
3 ROOMS FOR RENT ·
$225/mo. Parking and utilities
included. 654-6010.
3-BDRM. APTS.
.
very nice $245 each, 1-yr, lease, 1
b1Uocampus.Ca11Greg267-3291,
251-4160 NIA 255-1274.

ROOMS FOR MEN
~ngles, huge doubles and triples.
Clean, safe· environment for
students. Pool table, full•size
volleyball court, dart boards, horse
shoe ptt! From $185/mo. 10-and 12-

mo. leases. Call 1-BOQ-236-0034
#11390.
THE CASTLE
winter grad. seekin'g spring
subleaser. Spacious 1-bdrm. apt
Close to campus and downtown.
Parking avail., on-site laundry.
$360/mo. including util. Call John at
259-1914.
HOUSES
18
campus
locations.
3,4;5,6,7,8,9, 11, 13-bdm,. houses.
Great locations. Free parking.
Quality living. Dan 251-1925.

FOR RENT
8-BEDROOM HOUSE
FOR 10 PEOPLE

~B~-~H~~~~%

-UVINGROOM
·
LARGE ROOMS ALL WITH
PRIVATELY KEYED ROOMS
COMPUTER HOOKUPS
PHONE
PAVED PARKING
1 BL.I(. FROM CAMPUS
DISHWASHER/ LAUNDRY
RENT ENTIRE HOUSE SAVE $$
$200-$245
Phone 320-267-3291 -251-4160WA255-1274Greg.

FOR RENT
9-BEDROOM HOUSE
FDR 10 PEOPLE
~ Ylafil'.~ UPDATED
3 FULL BATHS • KITCHEN/ DININC
-LIVING ROOM
LARGE ROOMS ALL WITH
'PRIVATELY KEYED ROOMS
'COMPUTER HOOK-UPS
'CABLE
'PHONE
"DECK
'GARAGES
'PAVED PARKING
'1 BLK. FROM CAMPUS
'DISHWASHER/ LAUNDRY
'RENT ENTIRE HOUSE SAVE$$
$215-$245
Phone 320-267-3291 · 251-4160 ·
N/A255-1274Greg
AVAILABLE SPRING/ FALL
large efficiency, private home S.E.
location. $300 plus elect 253-6379.

AFFORDABLE
4-bdrrh. apts., Westview, close
SCSU new library, heat pd., A/C,
DW. 251-8284, 251-9418.

STATESIDE APTS.
,4.bdrm. aps. & studios. Newer
carpet and paint, DW, heat pd.,
parking, garages. E.P.M. 251-6005.

SINGLE ROOM MALE/FEMALE
$190/mo. Avail. immediate~. 1 blk.
to campus., nice! Call 267-3291, or
251-4160.

AMENTIES PLUS
UNIVERSITY NORTH
2, 3 and 4-bdm,., decks, heat pd.,
DW, A/C. 1.5 baths, Riverside Prop.
251-8284, 251-9418.

SHARE 4-BDRM. HOUSE
with 3 mature students. util. pd., free
laundry. 202-9598 Chad.
SOUTHVtEW APTS.
attractive 2-bdmi. apls. heat pd.,
DW, micro., A/C, intert:om entry,
parking. E.P.M. 251-6005.

BENTONWOOD
SE location. Junct. 10 and 23. 2·
bdmi. apts. 10- or 12-mo. leases, on
bus line. Dan, 251-1925.

3-BDRM. HOUSE
no smoking, 1 bath, full basement,
new carpet. Near Halenbeck.
HOUSE FOR WOMEN
Fourth. bdmi. under oonstruction,
5 openings. 1 blk. from campus on . $1, 100/mo. 255-2082,
avail.
6th. Heat, micro., TV, tele., in each immediately.
bdRTI.-240-0619, 250-067 ,
;:-•~-:--:-:-:-:-::'"-::-=c=-:-::== 2, 4 AND 5-BDRM. APTS
3-BDRM. HOUSE
2 full baths, micro., DW, security,
north side, one bath, no smoking, heat pd. 259-9283, Courrier Prop.
newly remodeled. $750/mo. Avail.
AVAILABLE3/1
immediately. 255-2082.
efficiency with private bat11. On
SPRING SUBLEASER NEEDED
5th Ave. 253-1154.
university North apts. close to
AVAIL LG. SINGLE ROOMS
campus. Gall Shane 253-7688.
a~o 1 and 2-bdmi. apls. On bus
"THE CASTLE"
line .. Riverside Properties, 2511, 2, 3-bdmi. apts. Quality living. 8284, or251-9418.
Dan,'251-1925.
2, 4-BDRM. APTS.
several locations; Call 259-9283,
RAVINEAPTS
Courrier Prop.
.
Fall 1998, 253-7116.
NOW RENTING FOR THE 1998-00
school year.
251-1814 or
scsuhousing.com.
Campus
Management.

UNIVERSITY APTS.
2 large bdmis. close to SCSU and
downtown, heat pd., DW. Riverside
251-8284, 251-9418.

NEXT SCHOOL YEAR
houses, apt. houses, a:nd apt.
building. 44 campus locations. Dan,
251-1925.

OLD UNIQUE
apt., 4 units, spacious 1-bdnn.
Downtown area, security, parking.
$350/mo. Call Virginia 255-0479 E,
259-4540 D.

COLLEGIATEVIEW APTS.
2-bdmi. apts. near NHC. $460$480/lQmo. leases. Electric heat.
Dan251-1925.
M & MSUITES
1-room efficiency avail. March.
Utiltties included. 259-9434.

1 AND 3-BDRM. APTS.
on 5th Ave., avail. starting June.
259-9434.
710APTS.
2-bdmi. and 3-bdmi. apls. 3 blks. W.
of NHC. Electric heat. Dan 2511925.
2-BDRM.
sde by sde duplex by Halenbeck
Hall. Call 251-8941.

METROVIEW APTS.
2 and 3-bdm,., close to SCSU,
decks, DW, heat pd., A/C, security
garages, micros., Riverside Prop.
251-8284, 251-9418.
DUPLEX - 3-BDRM.
2 rooms avail. Male, non-smoker,
SE side on bus line. Quiet
neighborhood, LD avail., util. pd.,
$225/mo. Virginia, 255-0479 E, 259-

4540 D.
2-BDRM. APTS.
very nice, newly remodeled, $275 ·
$295/mo. ea. 1 yr. lease. 1 blk. to
campus. Call Greg 267-3291 , 2514160, N/A255-1274.

-
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UNIVERSITY PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT
has 4-bdrm. apts. and 1 house for 5
women. Avail. all within 1 blk. from
campus. 240-0679, 250-0679.
ROOMS NEAR SCSU AND
DOWNTOWN
$200 to $250/mo., includes cable
TV, phone, and util. Call 249-2222,

M & M APTS.
now renting for 1998 • 99 school yr.
4-bdrm. apts., all freshly updated.
259-9434.

SUBLEASER NEEDED 2/1
for 1-bdrm. apt., 4 blks. from
campus. $380/mo. includes garage.
259-TT93, leave message.
MALE OR FEMALE
roommate wanted for house near

paid. 253-1154.

IVY APTS.
4-bdrm. apts., OW, micro., security
and basic cable included. Heat pd.
259-9673, Counier Prop.

SUB[ET SPECIALS
large 4-bdrm units one block from
new library site on 4th Ave. OW,
micros., security, heat pd. 253: 1154.

CAMPUS SQUARE APTS.
on 5th Ave. across from $CSU. 4bdrm. apts. TV, tele., in each bdrm.

. do)Yntown. Includes room, large Security, DW, micro., heat. 240yard, huge kitchen, big living room, 0679, 250-0679.
satellite TV, laundry. $235/mo. Call ·
240-6988.
APTS., ROOMS A~D
EFACIENCIES
TOWNHOUSES SPLIT LEVEL
many styles and locations. One call
4-bdrm., many locations. 2-bdrm. 1 rents rt all! 253-1154, Select Prop.
block from campus. 253-1154,
Select Properties.
3, 4-BDRM. APTS.
9 locations to choose from. Decks,
WEST CAMPUS 11
garages, 2 lull baths, free parking.
. 2; 4-bdrm. apts. with 2 large baths, And much more. 253-1154, Select
DW, NC. Close to campus. Heat pd. Properties.
Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.
1-BDRM.APT.
FEB. PAID
subleaser needed $370/month, 94-bdrm. to share with 3 males.
mo. tease. 1 mile from campus, on
bus line, on-site laundry. Heat,
1226 9th Ave. So. St. Cloud .
$215/mo. Gall Pillar Prop. 259-4259. water, garbage, parking included.
Call 654-1854.
·
APTS. ARE GOING FAST
call today (251-1814) or see us on
WE HAVE OVER 30 LOCATIONS
the web scsuhousing.com. Campus to choose from with 30+ years of

Management.

experience. 251-1814. Campus
Management..

MALE TO SHARE 2-BDRM.UNIT
on S.E. side. On bus line. Heat pd.
Northern Mgmt 654-8300.
c---_
. .. .
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For Sale

MICHIGAN PLACE

PRAIRIE HOME

~-~~- t';rgtsIT"Xr;

te:u!~

PART-TIME CARETAKER

1,2,3-bdrm. spacious, French
balconies. 2 baths. Quiet S.E. .KEROSENE HEATER
location. On bus line. Heat pd. $25, plus kerosene can. Call 253Northern Mgmt. 654-~300.
2373, after 5 p.m. or leave
. WINDSOR WEST
message.
4-bdrm. Units and bi-levels. Two lull __1_98_5_J_E-EP-CH_E_R_O~K-EE-baths. DW, micros., security. Heat $2,200,
4-WD,
autorriatic,

CONVENIENT HOUSES
close to SCSU and downtown,
locked bdf'TTls., heat pd., spacious.
Riverside Property 251-8284, 251·
9418.

leave message.
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dependable, 128M. Luke 529-0084.

Personals
JESUS AND SATAN ARE
PRETEND
prayer is no substitute for
knowledge. The infinitely iml)lOral
Qiblical Jesus infinitely tortures his
own children on the basis of belief.
Is an infinite torturer, infinite
terrorizer, infinite persecutor of his
own children worthy of worship? Is

:e~~~~~f t~~~r

i~:~:~

(e.g

clergy).

TYPING
fast, accurate and prpfessional.
240-2355.

SEIZED CARS
from $175. Porsches, Cadillacs,
Chevys, BMWs, Corvettes. Also
Jeeps, 4WDs. Your Area. Toll Free
1-800-218-9000 Ext. A-3883 for
current listings.

~in~~ . _ _ _A_JT_E_NTl~O-N-:- - -

infinitely bad moral example? Is
spending an eternity in the company
of an infinite torturer (Jesus) heaven
or hell? ts infinite torture infinite love
or infinite hate? Those who threaten
others with infinite torture are
terrorists

Attention
RESUME SERVICE
student packages. 240-2355.

Fight

terrorism. Nature equals reality.
Atheism is true.

God loves the people of
thiswortdsoverymuchthathegave
me, his only son, so that all those

:~e~t~~~I~fe~~~h~~I ~!~:~~i~~
-Jesus of Nazareth

SCSU Health Fair sponsored by
Health Services! Free goodies, door
prizes, activities and many
participants. 2/11 10 a.m.-4 p.m.,
Atwood Ballroom.
GOV'T FORECLOSED HOMES
from pennies on $1. Delinquent tax,
repo's, reo's. Your area. Toll free 1800-218-9000. Ext. H-3883 for
current listings.
WHAT IF l'M PREGNANT!?
for help and hope, call St. Cloud

Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24-hr.
Hotline. 253-1962. 400 East St.

light
maintenance.
Campus
Management, 251-1814. Ask for
Jeff.
--C-0-LL_E_G_E_S_TU_D_E_N_T_ _
to do ocassiooal overnight child and
house sitting for 2 well-behaved
boys (6 and 8 yrs. old). F,ease call
Kristine or Steve at ~52-3134 in S.
St. Cloud. (Please provide
references).
NANNIES! .
live-in positions with Prescreened
Nationwide Professional Families.
Top salaries. Senefits. 1-yr.
commitment! Nannies Elite. Call
Sandy. 1-800-726-3965. • '

$1000 POSSIBLE TYPING
part-time. At home. Toll free 1-800218-9000 Ext. T-3883 for listings.
OFACE ASSISTANT/
RECEPTIONIST

part-time with growing comparly in
Sauk Rapids. Position is flexible with
class schedule. Ideal candidate will
be a business or accoun'ting' major.
Could lead to post grad. position in
related field. Cati Tina or Becky at
612-550-9152.

HOW DOES $800/WK. EXTRA
INCOME
sound to you?? Amazing, profitable
opportunity. Send self-addressed
stamped envelope to: International
1375 Coney Island Brooklyn, N.Y.
11230

HOW VALUABLE IS YOUR
TIME?
earn $500 to $1000 from home this
mo. working 1 hrlday. Call 2590248.

SPRING BREAK WITH
Heat pd. Nortl1em Mgmtc654-8300c·
MAZATLAN EXPRESS
$1,000 WEEKLY!!
.,._-..,,..,_.,... ~-■
-■
-■
-,.---·~::::::::::::::.:.-:.:::::::::::.::.::.--from$399 Air, 7-nights.in hotel,Jree_.stuftenvelopes.athOme for $2 each
social-hour parties/$69 party plus bonuses. .FIT, P/f. Make $800+. _
package, discounts. 1-800-366- weekly, guaranteed! Free supplies.
4786. http://www.mazexp.com
For details, send one SASE to: N -

DAN AVl<ROVD
JOHN c:.oooMAN

.

FREE CASH GRANT!
College. Scholarships. Business.
Medical bills. Never repay. Toll Free
1-800-216-9000 ext. G-3883.
TOM'S BARBERSHOP

two barbers, all cuts, walk-ins. 2517270. 9 Wilson S.E. Special on
Wed.

for

ROTC,

Guard

Headquarters and all other
students, $5. All other weekdays,
$6.

126, 12021 Wilshire Bt;d., Suite
552, Los Angeles, CA 90025.

$1,000 POSSIBLE
reading books. Part time. At home.
Toll free, 1-800-218-9000 ext. R·

3883 for listings.
FREE T-SHIRT +$1000

credit card fund-raisers for
fraternities, sororities & groups. Any
campus organization can raise up to
$1000 by earning a whopping $51
VISA application. Call 1-800-932-

0528 X 65. Qualified callers receive

Employment
GYMNASTICS COACHES/
DANCE INSTRUCTORS
WANTED;
North Crest Gymna&lics and Dance
in St. Cloud is seeking energetic,
positive kid loving teachers for
preschool through upper levels of
gymnastics arid/or dance. Lower
level; experience a plus, upper level;
a must! Some positions open now,
some open fall of '98. Call 251·
3416.
LIKETO DRIVE?
like to get paid to drive? Give us a
call at Executive Express, 21 yrs.
min. DOT, CDL's preferred, 2532226.

$1,500 WEEKLY
potential mailing our circulars. Free
information. Call 410-783-8275.
AUTO PARTS SALES
part-time counterperson. Apply at
Bumper to Bumper Auto Parts, 6th
Ave. and Division Street.

FREE T-SHIRT.

SPRING BREAK '98
free food and drinks! Cancun,
Bahamas, Jamaica and Florida
from.$399 and up. Organize a small
group & travel FREE! Highest
commissions & lowest prices! Call
Surf & Sun Tours to become a
campus rep. 1-800-574-7577.
500 SUMMER JOBS/ 50 CAMPS/
YOU CHOOSE!!
NY, PA, New England. Instructors
needed: Tennis, roller-hockey,
basketball,
lifeguards,
wsi,
baseball, gymnastics, sailing, etc.
Arlene Streisand, 1-800-443-6428;
516-433-8033.

EARN $750 - $1,500/WEEK
raise all the money your student
group needs by sponsoring a VISA

fund-raiser on your campus. No
investment & very little time needed.
There's no obligation, so why not
call for informatioo today. Call
1·800-323-8454 x95.

So many to choose from,
why choose any?

ASkeptic's Quest
Dr. Greg Boyd will be explaining his personal journey of faith and doubt. If you
have questions about faith and God please check this out. Q & A will follow.

Thursday, 7pm
Atwood Voyageurs Room
sponsored by Campus Crusade for Christ / Athletes in Action

